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Angra - Waiting Silence
Tom: D

Obs.: Ela está numa versão mais acústica para ficar mais
parecido
      toque em acordes com 5ª.
Intro: (Abm E Gb Abm E Gb Abm E A B )
       (Bm D G Em )
       (Gbm E )

Gbm
caught in space and time
       Em
like a bird in are cage
D
cruelly confined
     Gbm                   E
in a passing matters state
    Gbm
you suddenly realized
         Em
that the wrong is the right
D
daring the laws
         Gbm            E
ready to put up a fight
But...
                    Gbm     Bm
love will drag your heart away
     D        E         Gbm
to a world as dream are made
           Bm
can't hide away
          D        Dbm   Bm
when your helpless mind obeys

Bm          D       G
together we wait in silence
Em
(still are the cries)
Bm          D       G
forever the fate is hungry
         Em
for your sure
Bm          D       G
together we wait in silence
Em
(still  are the cries)
Bm         D       G
worth your while until you're gone

Abm E Gb - 2x
Abm A E Gb

Aí vem o riff do baixo e depois entra isso aqui

Base do solo
 (Em Gbm A Abm )

E Gbm                   A  E
    all the secrets of life reveal
          D      Dbm      Gbm
    to my eyes I can't conceal
  Gbm               Bm
    and again I fly away
         D           Dbm        Bm
    to a world where dreams are made

Bm          D       G
together we wait in silence
Em
(still are the cries)
Bm          D       G
forever the fate is hungry
         Em
for your sure
Bm          D       G
together we wait in silence
Em
(still  are the cries)
Bm         D       G
worth your while until you're gone

Bm          D                 G
life's to short too grieve in sorrow
Em
(still are the cries)
Bm        D              G
fate is waiting for your soul
Em
(secrets inside)
Bm         D              G
live your life like no tomorrow
Em
(still are the cries)
Bm         D       G
worth your while until you're gone
Em
Fate's gonna take your soul!

Acordes


